Use of monophasic action potentials to evaluate postpacing T wave changes.
We examined the relationship between postpacing T wave changes and monophasic action potentials recorded from the ventricle in dogs. MAPs were recorded from the right and left ventricle before and after cessation of pacing. The duration of the MAP was calculated as the time in milliseconds from the upstroke to 90% repolarization (MAPD90). T waves in limb leads were flat or had a biphasic pattern, eventually becoming negative after pacing. The Q-T interval of the escape beat after pacing was prolonged compared with the control. After right ventricular pacing, the average duration of MAPD90 in the right ventricle, but not in the left ventricle, was prolonged. (right MAPD: control 275 +/- 10 ms; after pacing: 311 +/- 17 ms, p < 0.05; left MAPD: control: 266 +/- 23 ms, after pacing: 284 +/- 26 ms, NS). After left ventricular pacing, the average duration of MAPD90 in the left ventricle, but not in the right ventricle, was prolonged (right MAPD: control: 247 +/- 75 ms, after pacing: 287 +/- 39 ms, NS; left MAPD: control: 257 +/- 23 ms, after pacing: 303 +/- 25 ms, p < 0.05). Furthermore, the average duration of MAPD90 at the pacing site became progressively prolonged over time. These results suggest that myocardial cells retain the memory of abnormal repolarization associated with pacing.